Type 4 volkswagen engine

The Volkswagen Type 4 engine broke new ground when it made its debut in and was their most
technicallyâ€¦. The Volkswagen Type 4 engine broke new ground when it made its debut in and
was their most technically advanced powerplant to date. Vastly different in both appearance and
design to the air-cooled Type 1 unit, it still impresses today, not least for its silky power
delivery. By the early s, Volkswagen was keen to tap into the lucrative family car market and
needed a car with more luggage space. To make that possible VW devised a new, flatter engine
that would fit under the floor to provide more boot space. It was a concept that made its debut
in the Volkswagen Type 3 , but by the end of the decade, with a desire to market a bigger, even
more, sophisticated car â€” namely the â€” Volkswagen needed a completely new engine. The
result? A more robust engine with lots of low down torque that was able to cruise at high
speeds, while producing less heat â€” and less stress. In other words, it was ideal for powering
a heavier, more refined luxury car, enabling it to do mph in With it came a name change to LE.
That engine was also used in the VW Porsche and also the first when it arrived in August In the
latter application, mph could be reached in 15 seconds with an accompanying maximum speed
of 96mph. The next big change came towards the end of Type 4 production when capacity grew
to cc and fuel management reverted back to a twin carburettor arrangement, accompanied by a
change in name from LE to LS. The dash could now be seen in 13 seconds and the engine
boasted 85bhp, top speed was allegedly a ton!! When Type 4 production came to an end in , the
engine carried on as an option in the Type 2 as above , with capacity eventually increasing in
around to 2. As many of you will know the Porsche was designed and developed as a
partnership between VW and Porsche. All s were fuel injected from the factory, although often
had the FI replaced by a twin carburettor kit later in life. The model started off with a cc
producing 79bhp, later this was replaced by cc with 84bhp and finished production with a cc
offering 99bhp. The Type 4 engine went through various stages of evolution throughout its
lifespan, getting hydraulic lifters from around there will be a sticker telling you not to make any
adjustment and electronic ignition from Needless to say, very little, if anything, can be swapped
between the Beetle engine; everything from the tinware to the exhaust is different. From a
power delivery and performance perspective, the rugged Type 4 engine has been a favourite
with tuners for a long time. None the less, a properly set up Type 4 with beefier carbs is a
formidable bit of kit. The good news is you we can supply you with a host of stock Type 4
engine parts and also a selection of VW Type 4 performance tuning parts too. Check out our car
parts website here Various specifications of the Type 4 engine. Not sure of different
specifications except that the emission control measures used varies from year to year. The
Type 2 4 units originally had twin carburetors that also had a extra air pump fitted in This
system evolved to be known as the L Jetronic system fitted to the cc units. Other points to note.
The alternator output wire can be too small at only 2. As the whole cable passes through 2 close
fitting grommets, fitment of another wire of similar cross sectional area may offer a solution to
that faintly glowing charge warning light. What is the price of a new vw kombi 2 liter enjin model
please or a vw jetta 1. Your email address will not be published. Whether it is simple curiosity or
your quest for replacement engine parts that has drawn questions about which VW engineâ€¦.
Share this post. Comments Various specifications of the Type 4 engine. Pingback: Hot Wheels
Broadsheet. Add Comment Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Related
Posts What does my aircooled VW engine number mean? The Volkswagen Type 4 is a large
family car manufactured and marketed by Volkswagen of Germany from to in two-door and
four-door sedan as well as two-door station wagon body styles. The Type 4 evolved through two
generations, the â€”72 and series â€” Designed under the direction of Heinrich Nordhoff and
introduced at the Paris Motor Show in October , [2] the was Volkswagen's largest passenger
vehicle with the company's largest engine â€” with styling credited to Carrozzeria Pininfarina ,
who at the time had an advisory contract with Volkswagen. Volkswagen had prototyped a
notchback sedan and convertible versions of the , without introducing them to production. Over
its six-year production run, Volkswagen manufactured , Type 4 models, compared with , of the
subsequent Volkswagen K70 with its four-year model life. South Africa was the 3rd biggest
market for the Type 4 with 34, sales and the United Kingdom 4th at 13, Volkswagen's last
air-cooled sedans and wagons, aside from the Brasilia which carried on until the Type 4 models
were succeeded by the first generation Passat , marketed as the Dasher in the USA. When the
Type 4 was discontinued in , its engine carried on as the power plant for the larger-engined
Volkswagen Type 2s , produced from to , and for the later Volkswagen Type 2 T3 bus from until
European nomenclature highlighted the fuel injection with the suffix 'E' for Einspritzung.
Revisions in also included replacement of the single oval headlights with twin round headlights.
The Type 4's battery was located under the left hand front seat. The was also assembled in
South Africa beginning in , in two- or four-door configurations. The four-door only came as a
DeLuxe, with an optional automatic transmission, while the two-door was available either as a

Standard or a DeLuxe. In , Karmann exhibited a prototype for a based cabriolet, but this was not
put into production. The replaced the in August in Germany, [8] having been restyled by
designer Brooks Stevens. This was to be the last model year for the , with production ending in
June The was also built in South Africa from The specification varied from European models
with the omission of the Petrol heater, no rear window de-fogger as standard and with different
paint options and interior trim. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Auto,
Motor und Sport. Heft 3 The Air-Cooled Era in Colour. UK: Veloce Publishing. Long the subject
of sneak preview photos, the VW bore a passing resemblance to the VW TL, while Pininfarina
who had an advisory contract with Volkswagen, is credited with the car's styling. Popular
Mechanics, Bill Hartford, March , p. March Retrieved 24 January â€” via Tumblr. Retrieved 24
January Auto Zeitung in German 17 : 4. Deutsche Autos â€”, Band 4. Stuttgart: Motorbuch
Verlag. Volkswagen passenger cars. Touran Viloran. Buggy I. Buzz I. Crozz I. Roomzz I. Space
Vizzion I. Categories : Volkswagen vehicles Cars powered by boxer engines Cars introduced in
s cars Rear-wheel-drive vehicles Rear-engined vehicles Sedans. Hidden categories: CS1
German-language sources de Articles with short description Short description is different from
Wikidata Pages using infobox automobile with unknown parameters All articles with unsourced
statements Articles with unsourced statements from December Commons category link is on
Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community
portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons.
Volkswagen LE Variant. Four-stroke 4-cylinder boxer motor , rear-mounted. MacPherson Struts.
Semi-trailing arms with double joint axles and coil springs. Wikimedia Commons has media
related to Volkswagen Type 4. Economy car. Beetle Type 1. Polo I. Derby I. Small family car.
Type 3. Golf I. Large family car. Passat I. Karmann Ghia. Scirocco I. Type 34 Karmann Ghia.
VW-Porsche Utility vehicle. Rabbit I. Beetle Convertible. Rabbit Convertible. Karmann Ghia
Convertible. Microbus Type 2 - T1. Microbus Type 2 - T2. Rabbit Pickup. Early Volkswagen
prototype and wartime production models included:. The variant models, Squareback and
Fastback followed in and 65 respectively. While the Type 3 was a more modern car in both
design and engineering, it never reached the same level of popularity as the Beetle, and
convertible models never made it to the production line. Volkswagen Type 4s were first
produced in Germany around and were only imported to the US between and All aircooled VW
vehicle models shared the same basic characteristic of an aircooled engine mounted in the rear,
which drove the rear wheels through a gearbox mounted forward of the engine. Type 1, Type 2,
and Type 3 engines were really all just variations on the original Beetle Type 1 engine. COVID
related supply chain closures are causing more backorder delays than usual, and we are
minimally staffed to comply with social distancing. Thank you for your patience while we work
diligently to serve your aircooled VW parts needs during this unprecedented situation.
Aircooled VW Engine Design Type All aircooled VW vehicle models shared the same basic
characteristic of an aircooled engine mounted in the rear, which drove the rear wheels through
a gearbox mounted forward of the engine. The engines were essentially interchangeable, but
since the Transporter was a heavier vehicle which needed more power to move, they typically
had a larger sized engine in any given model year. Starting in , dual intake ports were
introduced on the cylinder heads, which had all had single intake ports up to that point. The
Type 4 made use of a new more durable all aluminium crankcase. References: Volkswagen Bug!
Engine Bore mm. Engine Stroke mm. Deck Height inches - 0. Head Chamber Volume CC.
Compression Ratio Enter "8. Click Button to Calculate. Vastly different in both appearance and
design to the air-cooled Type 1 unit which we blogged about here , it still impresses today â€”
not least for its silky power delivery. It was a concept that made its debut in the Type 3, but by
the end of the decade, with a desire to market a bigger, even more sophisticated car â€” namely
the â€” Volkswagen needed a completely new engine. While visually very different to the Beetle
powerplant in terms of its cooling shroud, the new 86bhp cc unit was also significantly over
square the pistons and cylinders are much wider than they are long , so it also had a much
shorter stroke. The result? A more robust engine with lots of low down torque that was able to
cruise at high speeds, while producing less heat â€” and less stress. In other words, it was ideal
for powering a heavier, more refined luxury car. And when installed in the it enabled it to do
mph in With it came a name change to LE. That engine was also used in the VW Porsche and
also the first when it arrived in August In the latter application, mph could be reached in 15
seconds with an accompanying maximum speed of 96mph. The next big change came towards
the end of Type 4 production when capacity grew to cc and fuel management reverted back to a
twin carburettor arrangement, accompanied by a change in name from LE to LS. Power fell to
68bhp. When Type 4 production came to an end in , the engine carried on as an option in the
Type 2 as above , with capacity eventually increasing in around to 2. Of course the Type 4
engine went through various stages of evolution throughout its lifespan, getting hydraulic lifters

from around there will be a sticker telling you not to make any adjustment and electronic
ignition from Needless to say, very little, if anything, can be swapped between the Beetle
engine; everything from the tinware to the exhaust is different. None the less, a properly set up
Type 4 with beefier carbs is a formidable bit of kit. And the good news is you can still get all the
necessary parts here to keep it in rude health. The opinions expressed here are the personal
opinions of the author and do not necessarily represent the views and opinions of VW Heritag.
Hi , really interesting read on the t 4 flat fuel injection. I have a rare I think 78 Berlin with exactly
this and it runs like a rolls Royce compared to my splits!! Difficult seeing fuel injector lines
though. Any suggestions who would be able to service this vehicle in Brighton?? See you all on
Thursday at heretics. How compact or short was the Type 4 engine compared to the preceding
Type 1 and Type 3 units? Am asking since have read two somewhat outlandish Jalopnik articles
on the Beetle. The first looks into the possibly of an updated Beetle using the compact Type 3
engine to free up more rear boot space and thus potentially justify a rear-opening hatchback of
some form. Had both entered production, am interested in knowing whether the latter could
have carried over some form of rear-hatchback provided the Type 4 engine was similar to the
Type 3 in terms of compactness? Also did Volkswagen ever look at a de-bored versions of the
Type 4 engine e. Interesting comments, however, in , while living in Belgium, I purchased a E
wagon 3 speed automatic with American specifications but the European engine. It was
confirmed to reach around mph which I only did a few times and possibly above. Each time that
I had it tuned about every miles , I would carefully explain that the engine must be turned to
European specs; one dealer who ignored my comments nearly caused my wife to be killed when
she pulled out from the dealership and the vehicle stalled in front of an on-coming semi. Very
informative article. Question: from a guy assembling a Type 4 engine on YouTube , his was with
solid lifters and he echoed that the 2. How would I be able to tell what I have on my motor? I am
in the process of purchasing one of those type of motors. Also, are the parts within the various
engine sizes of the type 4 interchangeable as is with the type 1 engine? Also, what exact
carburetor size type came with the twin carb version of engine? What carb is that I see with the
centrally mounted design? GD and all previous type 4 engines were solid. This may have
changed with a previous owner, though. Hydraulic takes a slightly different camshaft grind,
duration or something. If the center of the pushrod is magnetic, then they are hydraulic. If only
the tips of the pushrods are magnetic, they are solid. Hydraulic lifters have a circlip in the top of
them, if you peer into the hole vacated by the pushrod with a flashlight. I have seen this engines
posted that they have been built to a cc capacity and fitted into a porsche is this done by fitting
oversized pistons and barrels. Does the engine then have to have the crank and bottom end
bearings strengthen. Hi Washington, yes it will fit into stock transmission. You need to check
joe Cali type VI upright conversion. You will have to use the 1. Hello â€¦.. I thought that the LS cc
twin 40mm Solex carb engine was the most powerful type 4 motor the the VW factory ever
produced â€¦â€¦ 85 bhp â€¦â€¦â€¦ is this true?? Cheers Richard Bell. I can now brag that I drive a
Porsche van that can carry 8- passengers -;. Hi, I just swapped out my type1 twin port for a 2
litre type 4 that I rebuilt over the winter coupled to a a rebuilt long legged gear box. Chuffing
heck the difference is amazing!!! A lot faster, 80 mph easily achieved with a mid 60s cruising
speed for miles round France, loads quieter as well. If you do this make sure you fit a brake
servo I fitted a remote dual as your gonna need some more stopping power!! MPG is down,
around 24 MPG at 60 mph, but balancing and tuning the twin solexs was fairly easy using the
power of google. Looks like I might be looking at a rebuild for the 3. Exploring some options
here, would a Type 4 VW engine bolt up to the Porsche transmission? Is the Type 4 the correct
engine to be looking at as a replacement in my ? You could do that â€” of course, bear in mind
the power deficit. There is a video of such a conversion here. Alternatively, you could consider
a Subaru swap, either for an NA or a Turbo motor, to give something more similar or better in
performance to the old engine. Best of luck. Nice article. Can you tell me How easy, and what
parts are needed to take a type 4 up to ? Got here late in this post but i just bought a truck load
of VW stuff from a friend. He had a shed that was packed. There were 3 engines in there for a
bonus. I know nothing about type 4 motors but this one has been in the shed since 95, and
when i grabbed hold of the flywheel it would turn over , so at least its not froze up. Complete
even down to the original 2 carburators. Heading back to florida with my haul in the morning.
Oh, i checked the numbers. It is a 74 80HP version. Anybody interested? I have read every
article I can find and never find an answer to this big question. I have been told that the Type 4
2. Does anyone have a clue what the real story is? Your email address will not be published.
Some interesting links there Yohan, thanks for sharing with us. Thanks KKV How to find out
where is the piston 1 on my type 4 Engine on my bus Thanks Alfonso. How hard will be to swap
from T1 to T4.??? Transmisdion will fit straigh without modifications? Hi Robert, You could do
that â€” of course, bear in mind the power deficit. Does anyone at all know if a type 4 engine can

be put into a Porsche Boxster?? Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. Whether it is simple curiosity or your quest for replacement engine parts that has
drawn questions about which VW engineâ€¦. Whether it is simple curiosity or your quest for
replacement engine parts that has drawn questions about which VW engine you have, here is all
the information to solve the riddle of the aircooled VW engine number fitted to your car, camper
or bus. Finding your aircooled VW engine number is quite straight forward. But you should be
aware of a few different varieties of aircooled VW engine. We suggest checking both to ensure
they match and take the number from the case as the best guide to what it might be, if not. One
of the beautiful things with the aircooled VW engine is its simplicity and the fact that the
capacity and in turn power can be increased by fitting bigger barrels and pistons. Engine
capacity on a Type 1 motor can be increased to more than cc although more complicated
machining is required for above cc. The fitment of twin carburettors and an external oil cooler
kit or filter may point to the engine being a little more sporty than standard. There are a lot of
different codes for VW engine numbers. In short if your engine number starts with a letter, it
was produced after Here are the codes to keep an eye out for. Later this was revised to cc and
then cc. From the Type 4 engines was fitted as standard to all Type 2s in the USA and offered as
an option in the UK alongside the trusty cc engine. We hope that this article has helped you to
answer your aircooled engine number questions. Check out our car parts website here I
recently aquired a beetle and am trying to find out more about it. I found the engine stamp could
you tell me what year it was produced? It is I am unable to find a decoder that really tells me
anything that starts with Pretty sure these were water cooled though. Is it possible the code is
actually CA, which would be 1. Your email address will not be published. The Volkswagen Type
4 engine broke new ground when it made its debut in and was their most technicallyâ€¦. Skip to
content What does my aircooled VW engine number mean? Share this post. Comments I
recently aquired a beetle and am trying to find out more about it. It is I am unable to find a
decoder that really tells me anything that starts with 22 Thank you for any help. I have some
engines as coded. I cannot find the CH code. What do the other numbers mean? Add Comment
Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Both cars were manufactured from to
The type 4 was introduced at the Paris Motor Show in October Both and models were air-cooled,
had rear placement, rear-wheel drive and a boxer engine. In total, Volkswagen produced only ,
Type 4 models during that period which is not that much compared to the Volkswagen Beetle.
Quite a few people found these models less beautiful compared to the VW Type 3. The VW Type
model was manufactured from to The engine was a cc Flat The engine sat hidden beneath the
rear boot floor and had a D-Jectronic fuel injection added from the sweet summer of â€” power
instantly jumped to 80bhp. Underneath the was equally ground-breaking with its built-in
crumple zones and Porsche inspired fully independent suspension featuring MacPherson struts
and a double jointed arrangement at the rear â€” just like the This model was decent and solid.
It was a reliable car and quite practical. However, its biggest problem was the price tag. Other
manufacturers offered similarly equipped models for significantly less money and likely an
overall better value. Not many models were sold. Perhaps Volkswagen was hoping that those
who had purchased a Bug as a first car or as basic transportation would eventually buy the car
as an upgrade. This model replaced the in The engine displacement was increased now to 1.
However, sales remained poor. The Type 4 engine was very advanced and different back in
compared to the air-cooled Type 1 boxer engine. The flatter Type 4 engine was designed to fit
under the floor to provide more boot space. Visually, this engine was very different compared to
the Beetle motor in terms of its cooling shroud, the new 86bhp cc unit was also significantly
over square the pistons and cylinders are much wider than they are long , so it also had a much
shorter stroke. This resulted in a more robust engine with lots of low down torque that was able
to cruise at high speeds while producing less heat. This engine was designed for powering a
bigger, heavier and more refined luxury car. With it came a name change to LE. That engine was
also used in the VW Porsche and also the first when it arrived in August In the latter application,
mph could be reached in 15 seconds with an accompanying maximum speed of 96mph. The
engine was without any doubt the most successful part of the Type 4 model. Remember Me.
Please enter your username or email address. You will receive a link to create a new password
via email. The successor of this model was the Volkswagen Passat. VW Type VW Type 4 engine.
Sign In Remember Me. Register Lost Password. Lost Password Please enter your username or
email address. Sign Up. Type 4 Engine Parts. Home Contact Us Gallery Policies. In the context
of this web site catalog, Type 4 refers to an engine type which was original equipment in
Volkswagen and model cars, and later VW Buses, Porsches and the Porsche Although the Type
4 engine is similar in appearance and design to the Type 1 Beetle and Type 3 engines, virtually
none of the parts are interchangeable. In fact, Type 4 engine components are much stronger
than those of Type 1 engines, making the Type 4 the perfect power plant for high torque and big

horsepower applications. The type 4 engine case is cast from aluminum alloy and heat treated
to improve the machinability and strength. The alloy is much stronger than the magnesium used
in the casting of the Type 1 style cases. The Type 4 case is also designed to withstand many
more times the stress of the standard Type 1; however, the extra strength is gained at the cost
of increased weight. The typically stripped Type 4 engine case weighs approximately 44
pounds, about 20 pounds heavier than a Type 1. Type 4 cases usually don't require aline bore
machining except where there has been extreme abuse or the case bolts have loosened or
broken. Bus and Vanagon 2. About the Type 4 Engine In the context of this web site catalog,
Type 4 refers to an engine type which was original equipment in Volkswagen and model cars,
and later VW Buses, Porsches and the Porsche Mofoco President Roy Henning has been
building engines at Mofoco for over 24 years! Mofoco turn-key engines are the best choice for
those who just want to install and drive. All assembly, testing and tuning is done at Mofoco's
facility. All Rights Reserved. Shipped how you want it! Main Page - Engines. Engines All new
case engines are currently at a minimum of eight weeks lead time. Rebuilt case engines are
currently at a minimum of weeks lead time. We are a family owned, performance, custom-build
shop Mofoco is one
toyota corrolla 2002
2000 nissan frontier ignition coil
toranto power
of the slowest because Mofoco is the one of the best. Buy with confidence directly from the
engine builder. Mofoco has almost 50 years of experience in the VW industry building aircooled
VW engines. How many other companies allow you to speak with the person building your
engine? Categories Type 1 Stock Longblocks Type 4 Longblocks 8. TurnKey Engines Type 1
Performance Longblocks A longblock is a popular choice for those looking to replace just the
bottom end and swap over all your existing intake, exhaust and sheet metal to make your motor
complete. All new case engines are currently at a minimum of eight weeks lead time. Email A
Friend. Request Info. Type 1 Stock Longblocks TurnKey Engines 16 Mofoco turn-key engines
are the best choice for those who just want to install and drive. Type 1 Performance Longblocks
12 A longblock is a popular choice for those looking to replace just the bottom end and swap
over all your existing intake, exhaust and sheet metal to make your motor complete.

